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convertible lending.  This is yet further proof—if more were needed—that the Commission’s 
proposal is not necessary or desired.  See SPCC Comments 16-35.  Out of the Basile Firm’s 
more than 7,500 twitter followers—most of whom are presumably investors and others inter-
ested in the OTC market—not a single investor commented unfavorably on convertible lend-
ing.  Cf. Asset-Backed Securities Disclosure and Registration, Securities Act Release No. 
9638, Exchange Act Release No. 72,982, 2014 WL 4820167, at *90 (Sept. 4, 2014) (finding 
that additional disclosure requirement was not “necessary” because the Commission “did not 
receive any comments from investors suggesting that [such] disclosure . . . [was] necessary”). 

Without any investor losses to speak of, the Basile Firm appears to have solicited, in-
stead, the comments of several executives of small public companies.  Notably, most (if not 
all) of these letters were filed by companies that the Basile Firm currently represents in ongoing 
litigation—a seemingly material fact that the commenters failed to disclose to the Commission.  
Lorraine Yarde, for example, is the CEO of GeneSYS ID, Inc, a microcap company that Mark 
Basile co-founded and of which he currently serves as General Counsel,2 and which the Basile 
Firm also represents in litigation.  Ken Tapp is the CEO of Social Life Network, Inc., a com-
pany that the Basile Firm currently represents in multiple ongoing lawsuits.  And Mark Bradley 
is the CEO of Players Network, Inc., which the Basile Firm also currently represents in litiga-
tion.   

A fourth commenter, J. Richard Iler, describes himself as a “Corporate Financial Con-
sultant” that has served as “the CFO of several OTC companies,” but he fails to mention that 
one of these OTC companies for which he serves as CFO is GeneSYS ID, the microcap com-
pany that Mark Basile co-founded.3  Nor does Mr. Iler disclose that he currently works as a 
“Restructuring Advisor” and “Interim CFO” for the Basile Firm.4  This is now the second 
employee of the Basile Firm—putting aside Mark Basile himself—who has filed comments 
without disclosing his or her employment with the Basile Firm.  See SPCC Comments 33 
(discussing comments from Brenda Hamilton (Feb. 15, 2021)).   

SPCC is not presently aware of any connection between a fifth and sixth commenter—
David Lovatt, CEO of GenTech Holdings, Inc. and Brian Kistler, CEO, Freedom Holdings, 
Inc.—and the Basile Firm, but, in any event, these comments undermine the proposed rule 

                                                 
 2 See Bloomberg Markets webpage relating to Mr. Basile, available at https://www.bloomberg.com/pro-

file/person/4106676 (enclosed herewith as Exhibit C). 

 3 See Bloomberg Markets webpage relating to Mr. Iler, available at https://www.bloomberg.com/profile/per-
son/19779094 (enclosed herewith as Exhibit D). 

 4 See Meet Our Team page from the Basile Firm website, available at https://www.thebasilelaw-
firm.com/meet-the-team (enclosed herewith as Exhibit E); J. Richard Iler LinkedIn profile, available at 
https://www.linkedin.com/in/j-richard-iler-8001605 (enclosed herewith as Exhibit F).  
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change.  In identical letters (that are also identical to a letter filed by Ken Tapp, the CEO of 
the Basile Firm’s client Social Life Network), Mr. Lovatt and Mr. Kistler state that “[t]he 
current ‘tack back’ provision harms small public companies.”  But according to public filings, 
it does not appear that Mr. Kistler has ever raised convertible debt financing, while Mr. Lovatt, 
in contrast, has successfully used this method of financing on scores of occasions.  In a four-
year span, from May 2015 to September 2019, GenTech raised more than $900,000 in 43 
separate convertible-debt transactions.  See GenTech Holdings, Inc., Part II – Information 
Requested in Offering Circular, at F-9 to F-14 (June 1, 2021), https://www.sec.gov/Ar-
chives/edgar/data/1591157/000168316821002294/gentech_1apos-060121.htm.  That two 
companies either have no need for convertible financing or have already benefitted from it for 
years is no reason to deny that same funding opportunity to their earlier-stage competitors and 
others who might need it.  Indeed, if certain issuers and their boards do not find convertible 
financing valuable or have other funding opportunities, they do not need to take this form of 
financing.  However, the Basile Firm and its commenters should not seek the SEC’s interven-
tion to prevent the many issuers that do find convertible financing valuable and do not have 
other forms of financing available to them from entering into convertible debt agreements.  

If the SEC were to rely on these eleventh hour contrived sources to move forward with 
its misguided proposal, it would seriously damage the Commission’s credibility and raise sig-
nificant questions regarding the Commission’s decision-making process.  All in all, the failure 
of the Basile Firm’s last-minute manufactured campaign stands in stark contrast to the com-
ment letter opposing the proposed tacking prohibition filed by CEOs and other executives of 
62 small public companies.5  Among other things, the executives explained that “[t]he pro-
posed amendments to Rule 144 would eliminate a vital source of financing—market-adjusta-
ble convertible loans—for thousands of small- and medium-sized businesses, such as ours, that 
generally cannot obtain affordable capital from other sources.”  The letter also explained that 
a tacking prohibition would “result[] in the destruction of long-term shareholder value and 
put[] some issuers out of business altogether.” 

Indeed, as we noted in a prior comment letter, an analysis of “just a small subset of 
convertible-note transactions from some of SPCC’s members easily reveals more than $4 bil-
lion in current market capitalization that would likely not exist today” if the SEC had previ-
ously prohibited tacking.6  This $4 billion in shareholder value that a tacking prohibition would 
have destroyed again stands in enormous contrast to the zero shareholder losses from convert-
ible debt financing that investors identified in response to the Basile Firm’s Twitter request. 

                                                 
 5 See Comment of 62 Small Public Companies (Jan. 25, 2021), available at https://www.sec.gov/com-

ments/s7-24-20/s72420-8525296-230250.pdf. 

 6 See Letter from Helgi C. Walker et al. (Oct. 4, 2021), available at https://www.sec.gov/comments/s7-24-
20/s72420-9323318-260148.pdf.   
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Rather than count as evidence favoring the proposed Rule 144 amendment, the handful 
of comments filed last week, primarily by those closely affiliated with the Basile Firm, demon-
strates that there is minimal support among small public companies or their shareholders for a 
tacking prohibition.  That minimal support is dwarfed by the large number of small public 
companies that oppose the proposed amendment.   

Based on the foregoing, and for the reasons we have previously discussed, the SEC 
should abandon its proposed rulemaking or, at the very least, consider the less restrictive al-
ternatives available to it.7 

Respectfully submitted, 

/s/ Helgi C. Walker 
 
Helgi C. Walker 
Barry Goldsmith 
M. Jonathan Seibald 
Brian A. Richman 
GIBSON, DUNN & CRUTCHER LLP 
 
 

                                                 
 7 See Comments of the Small Public Company Coalition on the Proposed Amendment to Rule 144 (March 

22, 2021), available at https://www.sec.gov/comments/s7-24-20/s72420-8530449-230302.pdf; Letter from 
Helgi C. Walker et al. (Oct. 4, 2021), available at https://www.sec.gov/comments/s7-24-20/s72420-
9323318-260148.pdf. 
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